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a b s t r a c t 
Many functional and structural neuroimaging studies call for accurate morphometric segmentation of 
different brain structures starting from image intensity values of MRI scans. Current automatic (multi- 
) atlas-based segmentation strategies often lack accuracy on difficult-to-segment brain structures and, 
since these methods rely on atlas-to-scan alignment, they may take long processing times. Alternatively, 
recent methods deploying solutions based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are enabling the 
direct analysis of out-of-the-scanner data. However, current CNN-based solutions partition the test vol- 
ume into 2D or 3D patches, which are processed independently. This process entails a loss of global 
contextual information, thereby negatively impacting the segmentation accuracy. In this work, we design 
and test an optimised end-to-end CNN architecture that makes the exploitation of global spatial infor- 
mation computationally tractable, allowing to process a whole MRI volume at once. We adopt a weakly 
supervised learning strategy by exploiting a large dataset composed of 947 out-of-the-scanner (3 Tesla 
T1-weighted 1mm isotropic MP-RAGE 3D sequences) MR Images. The resulting model is able to pro- 
duce accurate multi-structure segmentation results in only a few seconds. Different quantitative measures 
demonstrate an improved accuracy of our solution when compared to state-of-the-art techniques. More- 
over, through a randomised survey involving expert neuroscientists, we show that subjective judgements 
favour our solution with respect to widely adopted atlas-based software. 
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 
The segmentation of various brain structures from MRI scans
s an essential process in several non-clinical and clinical analy-
es, such as the comparison at various stages of normal brain, or
isease development of neurodegenerative processes, neurological
iseases, and psychiatric disorders. The morphometric approach is
specially helpful in pathological situations for confirming the di-
gnosis, defining the prognosis, and selecting the best treatment.
oreover, brain structure segmentation is an early step in func-
ional MRI (fMRI) study pipelines, as neuroscientists need to iso-
ate specific brain structures before analysing the spatiotemporal
atterns of activity within them. ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: michele.svanera@glasgow.ac.uk (M. Svanera). 
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361-8415/© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uManual segmentation, although considered to be the gold stan-
ard in terms of accuracy, is time consuming ( Zhan et al., 2018 ).
herefore, neuroscience studies began to exploit computer vi-
ion to process data from increasingly performing MRI scanners
nd ease the interpretation of brain data, intrinsically charac-
erised by a strong inter-subject variability. Different fully auto-
ated pipelines have been developed in recent years ( Despotovi ´c
t al., 2015 ), moving from techniques based only on image fea-
ures to ones that make also use of a-priori statistical knowledge
bout the neuroanatomy. The vast majority of the available tools
pply a (multi-) atlas-based segmentation strategy ( Cabezas et al.,
011 ), in which the segmentation of the target volume is inferred
rom one or several templates built from manual annotations. In
rder to make this inference phase possible, a time consuming
nd computationally intensive ( FreeSurfer, 2008 ) non-rigid subject-
o-atlas alignment is necessary. Due to the aforementioned high
nter-subject brain variability, such registration procedures often
ntroduce errors that yield a decrease in segmentation accuracy onnder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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v  brain structure or tissue boundaries ( Klein et al., 2017; Lerch et al.,
2017 ). 
In recent years, Deep Learning (DL) techniques have emerged
as one of the most powerful ways to combine statistical mod-
elling of the data with pattern recognition for decision making
and classification ( Voulodimos et al., 2018 ), and their develop-
ment is impacting various medical imaging domains ( Hamidinekoo
et al., 2018; Litjens et al., 2017 ). Provided that they are trained
on a sufficient amount of data embodying the observable variabil-
ity, DL models are able to generalise well to previously unseen
data. Furthermore, they can work directly with out-of-the-scanner
images, removing the need for the expensive scan-to-atlas align-
ment phase. Numerous DL-based algorithms proposed for brain
MRI segmentation match or even improve the accuracy of atlas-
based segmentation tools ( Akkus et al., 2017; Rajchl et al., 2018;
Roy et al., 2019; Wachinger et al., 2018 ). Due to the scarcity of
training data and to hardware limitations, approaching this task
using DL commonly requires the volume to be processed consid-
ering 2D ( Roy et al., 2019 ) or 3D-patches ( Fedorov et al., 2017; Ra-
jchl et al., 2018; Dolz et al., 2019; Wachinger et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2017 ) at a time. Although this method simplifies the process from
a technical point of view, it introduces significant limitations in the
analysis: since each 2D or 3D patch is segmented independently
from the others, these models mostly exploit local spatial infor-
mation - ignoring “global” cues, such as the absolute and relative
positions of different brain structures - which makes them sub-
optimal. Different works have considered the potential improve-
ments of removing said volume partitioning ( McClure et al., 2018;
Wachinger et al., 2018 ). Solutions that exploit such fully-volumetric
approach have already been applied to prostate ( Milletari et al.,
2016 ), heart atrium ( Savioli et al., 2019 ), and proximal femur MRI
segmentation ( Deniz et al., 2018 ), but not yet to brain MRI seg-
mentation - where this strategy could prove particularly useful
given the complex geometry and the variety of structures charac-
terising the brain anatomy. Here, we discuss how both hardware
limitations and the scarcity of hand-labelled ground truth (GT)
data can be overcome. First, we tackle the former by customis-
ing and simplifying the model architecture. Second, the latter is
coped with by training our model on segmentation masks obtained
exploiting atlas-based techniques, in what can be considered a
weakly supervised fashion - more precisely what ( Zhou, 2017 ) and
( Li et al., 2019 ) describe as “inaccurate supervision”. Hence, even
though CEREBRUM is trained exploiting labelling which is not ex-
empt from errors, we demonstrate that the statistical reliability of
atlas-based segmentation is enough to guarantee good generalisa-
tion capability of the DL models trained on such imperfect ground
truth. 
2. Existing methods for whole brain MRI segmentation and 
how to advance them 
2.1. Atlas-based methods 
In the last twenty years, several atlas-based segmentation
methods have been developed. However, only a few of them
are completely automatic, and thus pertinent to our discus-
sion: FreeSurfer, FSL’s FAST and FMRIB, and fMRIprep. FreeSurfer
( Fischl, 2012 ) is an open-source software package that contains a
completely automated pipeline for tissue and sub-cortical brain
structure segmentation. FSL’s FAST (FMRIB’s Automated Segmen-
tation Tool, Zhang et al., 2001 ) and FIRST (FMRIB’s Integrated
Registration and Segmentation Tool, Patenaude et al., 2011 ) are
part of the Oxford’s open-source library of analysis tools for MRI
and fMRI data. FAST segments different tissue types in already
skull-stripped brain scans, while FIRST deals with the segmen-
tation of sub-cortical brain structures. fMRIprep ( Esteban et al.,019 ) is a recently published preprocessing software for MRI
cans that combines tools from widely used open-source neu-
oimaging packages (e.g., the above mentioned FSL and FreeSurfer).
t implements a brain tissues segmentation pipeline, provid-
ng the user with both soft (i.e., probability maps) and hard
egmentation. 
These methods are widely used in neuroscience, since they
roduce consistent results with little human intervention. Never-
heless, they are all atlas-based and not learning-based - hence,
he only way to improve their accuracy is to manually produce
ew atlases. Furthermore, since they implement a long processing
ipeline together with the atlas-based labelling strategy, the seg-
entation operation is time consuming ( FreeSurfer, 2008 ). Limita-
ions of these approaches, such as the lack of accuracy on various
rain structure boundaries, have been documented ( Ellingsen et al.,
016; Wenger et al., 2014; Weier et al., 2012; Cabezas et al., 2011 ).
.2. Deep learning methods 
Many of the state-of-the-art methods based on deep learning
xploit multi-modal MRI data ( Çiçek et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018;
olz et al., 2019; Andermatt et al., 2016 ). Yet, in real-case scenar-
os and due to time constraints, the acquisition of different MRI
equences for anatomical analysis is rarely done: in most studies a
ingle sequence is used - with T1 w being the most popular proto-
ol. Various alternatives have been proposed to obtain whole brain
egmentation from T1 w only. QuickNAT ( Roy et al., 2019 ) lever-
ges a 2D based approach to efficiently segment brain MRI, ex-
loiting a paradigm that aggregates the predictions of three dif-
erent encoder-decoder models by averaging the probability maps -
ach model trained to segment a single slice at a time along one of
he three principal axes (longitudinal, sagittal, and coronal). Mesh-
et ( Fedorov et al., 2017; McClure et al., 2018 ) is a feedforward
NN based on 3D dilated convolutions, whose structure guarantees
ood results while keeping the number of parameters low. Neu-
oNet ( Rajchl et al., 2018 ) is an encoder-multi-decoder CNN, trained
o replicate segmentation results obtained with multiple state-of-
he-art neuroimaging tools. DeepNAT ( Wachinger et al., 2018 ) is
omposed of a cascade of two CNNs. It breaks the segmentation
ask into two hierarchical operations - the foreground-background
eparation, and the labelling of each voxel as belonging to the fore-
round - implemented by the first and the second network, respec-
ively. Finally, the solution presented in Li et al. (2017) makes use
f various refinements, such as residual connections and dilated
onvolution, to favour the learning of 3D representation and in-
rease the compactness of the proposed model. Such modifications
re furthermore at the centre of the extensive analysis conducted
y the authors in an effort to explain how the former impact the
odel performance. 
However, a common trait of these methods is that they do not
ully exploit the 3D spatial nature of MRI data. Although Quick-
AT tries to integrate spatial information by averaging the proba-
ility maps computed with respect to different views, it is slice-
ased. DeepNAT exploits an intrinsic parameterisation of the brain
through the Laplace-Beltrami operator) trying to introduce some
patial context, but as with MeshNet it is trained on small non-
verlapping 3D-patches. Finally, NeuroNet is trained on random
rops of the MR volume, and so is the high-resolution compact
NN presented in Li et al. (2017) . 
.3. Aims and contributions 
Aiming to exploit both local and global spatial information
ontained in MRI data, we introduce CEREBRUM: a fast and
ully-volumetric Convolutional Encoder-decodeR for weakly super-
ised sEgmentation of BRain strUctures from out-of-the-scanner
D. Bontempi, S. Benini and A. Signoroni et al. / Medical Image Analysis 62 (2020) 101688 3 
Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed segmentation method. The model is trained on 900 T1 w volumes and the associated relabelled FreeSurfer segmentation, while testing is 
performed by feeding NIfTI data to the model. 
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2 https://github.com/denbonte/CER3BRUM . RI. To the best of our knowledge, CEREBRUM is the first DL
odel designed to tackle the brain MRI segmentation task in
uch a fully-volumetric fashion. This is accomplished exploiting
n end-to-end encoding-decoding structure, where only convo-
utional blocks are used. This delivers a whole brain MRI seg-
entation in just ∼5–10 s on a desktop GPU. The model ar-
hitecture and the proposed learning framework are shown in
ig. 1 . 
Since in most real case scenarios, to save scanner time, only
ingle-modal MR images are collected, we develop and test our
ethod on a large set of data (composed by 947 MRI scans) ac-
uired using a T1-weighted (T1 w ) 1 mm isotropic MPRAGE proto-
ol. Neither registration nor filtering is applied to these data, so
hat CEREBRUM learns to segment out-of-the-scanner volumes. Fo-
using on the requirements of a real case scenario (fMRI stud-
es), we train the model to segment the classes of interest in the
ICCAI challenge ( Mendrik et al., 2015 ) i.e., gray matter (GM),
hite matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), ventricles, cerebel-
um, brainstem, and basal ganglia. Since manually annotating such
 large body of data would require a prohibitive amount of human
ours, we train our model on automatic segmentations obtained by
reeSurfer ( Fischl, 2012 ) - relabelled to obtain the aforementioned
et of seven classes. 
We compare the proposed method with other CNN-based solu-
ions: the well-known 2D-patch-based U-Net ( Ronneberger et al.,
015 ), its 3D variant ( Çiçek et al., 2016 ), and the state-of-the-art
rchitecture QuickNAT ( Roy et al., 2019 ) - which leverages the ag-
regation of three slightly modified U-Net architectures (trained
n coronal, sagittal, and axial MRI slices, respectively). To ensure a
air comparison, we train these models by conducting an extensive
yperparameter selection process. Results are quantitatively eval-
ated exploiting the same metrics used in the MICCAI MR Brain
egmentation challenge, i.e., the Dice Similarity Coefficient, the
5th Hausdorff Distance, and the Volumetric Similarity Coefficient
 Taha and Hanbury, 2015 ), utilising FreeSurfer as GT reference. In
ddition, to assess the generalisation capability of the proposed
odel, we compare the obtained results against the FreeSurfer seg-
entation we used for training. To do so, we design a survey in
hich five expert neuroscientists (with more than five years of ex-
erience in MRI analysis) are asked to choose the most accurate
egmentation between the two aforementioned ones. This qualita-
ive test covers different areas of interest in neuroimaging studies,
.e., the early visual cortex (EVC), the high-level visual areas (HVC),
he motor cortex (MCX), the cerebellum (CER), the hippocampus
HIP), the early auditory cortex (EAC), the brainstem (BST) and the
asal ganglia (BGA). All the code necessary to train CEREBRUM and run the survey
s available at the project’s GitHub page. 2 
. Material and methods 
.1. Data 
To speed up research and promote reproducibility, numerous
arge-scale neuroimaging experiments make the collected data
vailable to all researchers ( Marcus et al., 2007; Van Essen et al.,
013; Oxtoby et al., 2019; Miller et al., 2016; Bellec et al., 2017 ).
owever, none of these studies provide manual annotations, as car-
ying out the operation on such large databases would prove ex-
eptionally time-consuming. 
For this reason, most of the studies investigating the applica-
ion of DL architectures for brain MRI segmentation make use of
utomatically produced GT for training purposes ( Roy et al., 2019;
cClure et al., 2018; Fedorov et al., 2017; Rajchl et al., 2018 ) -
ith some of them reporting the latter can be exploited to train
odels that perform the same ( Rajchl et al., 2018 ), or even better
 Roy et al., 2019 ), than the automated pipeline itself. Motivated by
his rationale, we train and test the proposed model using both
 large collection of out-of-the-scanner MR images and the re-
ults of the FreeSurfer ( Fischl, 2012 ) cortical reconstruction process,
econ-all , as reference GT. As anticipated in Section 1 , we rela-
el this result preserving seven among the most important classes
f interest in most of fMRI studies (see Section 2.3 and Fig. 1 ). 
The database, collected from the Centre for Cognitive Neu-
oimaging (the University of Glasgow) in more than 10 years of
achine activity, consists of 947 MR images - 900 of which are
sed for training, 11 for validation, and 36 for testing. All the vol-
mes are out-of-the-scanner, i.e, obtained directly from a set of DI-
OM images using dcm2niix ( Li et al., 2016 ), whose auto-crop
ption is exploited to make sizes consistent across all the dataset
i.e., 192 ×256 ×170 for sagittal, coronal, and longitudinal axis, re-
pectively) without any other pre-processing of the data. Given the
umber of available scans for training, and since no registration is
erformed, the variability in shape, rotation, position, and anatom-
cal size is such that no data augmentation is needed to avoid the
isk of overfitting. The first two columns of Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show
etailed views from some selected slices of the out-of-the-scanner
1 w and the corresponding relabelled FreeSurfer segmentation, re-
pectively. The main characteristics of the dataset are summarised
n Table 1 . As the data have been collected under different ethics
4 D. Bontempi, S. Benini and A. Signoroni et al. / Medical Image Analysis 62 (2020) 101688 
Fig. 2. Out-of-the-scanner (contrast enhanced) T1 w scan (left), FreeSurfer segmentation (middle), and the result produced by our model (right). Fig. (a) depicts slices of test 
Subject 1, while (b) slices of test Subject 4 (sagittal, coronal, and longitudinal view, respectively). Cases of white matter over-segmentation are highlighted by yellow circles, 
while cases of white matter under-segmentation are highlighted by turquoise circles (best viewed in electronic format). 
Table 1 
Datasets details. MR Images acquired at the Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging 
(University of Glasgow, UK). 
Parameter Value 
Sequence used T1 w MPRAGE 
Field strenght 3 Tesla 
Voxel size 1mm-isotropic 
Original volume sizes 192 × 256 × 256 
Training volume sizes 192 × 256 × 170 b 
Training 900 volumes 
Validation 11 volumes 
Testing 36 volumes a 
a 7 of which are publicly available. 
b out-of-the-scanner data, neck cropping only. 
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4applications, we are not able to make the whole database publicly
available. However, 7 out of 36 volumes used for testing are col-
lected under the approval of the local ethics committee of the Col-
lege of Science & Engineering (ethics #30 0170 016) and shared on-
line after anonymisation, 3 for comparison and research purposes,
along with the segmentation masks resulting from CEREBRUM and
FreeSurfer (See Fig. 2 and Section 4.2 ). 
3.2. Proposed model 
To make the complexity of managing our 192 ×256 ×170 vox-
els data tractable, we carefully optimise the model architecture
so as to implicitly deal with GPU memory constraints. Further-
more we exploit, for training purposes, a machine equipped with
4 GeForce® GTX 1080 Ti - distributing different parts of the model
on different GPUs. 
Inspired by Ronneberger et al. (2015) and Çiçek et al. (2016) , w e
propose a deep encoder-decoder model with six 3D convolutional3 https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds002207/versions/1.0.0 . 
 
p  locks, which are arranged in increasing number on three layers.
ince a whole volume is considered as an input, the feature maps
xtracted by such convolutional blocks are not limited to patches
ut span across the entire volume. As each block captures the con-
ent of the whole brain MRI, this enables the learning of both local
nd global spatial features by leveraging the spatial context which
s propagated to each subsequent block. The capability of CERE-
RUM to learn both local and global features is coherent with the
ast layer units of the model having a 100x100x100 theoretical re-
eptive field. A table reporting the complete calculation of such pa-
ameter for each convolutional block of CEREBRUM can be found in
he Supplementary Material. In order to better exploit the fine de-
ails found in 3T brain MRI data, kernels of size 3 ×3 ×3 are used
s feature extractors. Instead of max-pooling, convolutions with
tride are used as a dimensionality reduction method, thus allow-
ng the network to learn the optimal down-sampling strategy start-
ng from the extracted features. Exploiting such operations, and to
orce the learning of more abstract (spatial) features, a factor 1: 64
imensionality reduction is implemented after the first layer. Fi-
ally, skip connections are used along with tensorial sum (instead
f concatenation, Quan et al., 2016 ) to improve the quality of the
egmented volume while greatly limiting the number of parame-
ers to ∼5 M , far less with respect to state-of-the-art models which
re structured in a similar fashion. 
We train the model by optimising the categorical cross-entropy
unction. Convergence is achieved after roughly 24 hours of train-
ng (40 epochs), using Adam ( Kingma and Ba, 2014 ) with a learn-
ng rate of 42 · 10 −5 , β1 = 0 . 9 , and β2 = 0 . 999 . Furthermore, we set
he batch size to 1 and thus do not implement batch normalisation
 Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015 ). 
. Results 
The results we present in this section aim to confirm the hy-
othesis that avoiding the partitioning of MRI data enables the
D. Bontempi, S. Benini and A. Signoroni et al. / Medical Image Analysis 62 (2020) 101688 5 
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cEREBRUM to learn global spatial features useful for improv-
ng segmentation. At first, in Section 4.1 , we provide numerical
omparison with other state-of-the-art CNN architectures (U-Net,
onneberger et al., 2015 ; 3D U-Net, Çiçek et al., 2016 ; QuickNAT,
oy et al., 2019 ). Then, in Section 4.2 , we conduct a survey in-
olving expert neuroscientists to subjectively assess the CEREBRUM
egmentation accuracy. Finally, we further verify the validity of our
ssumptions by inspecting the soft-segmentation maps produced
y the models in Section 4.3 , and we demonstrate the suitability
f our dataset by analysing the impact of the training set size on
EREBRUM performance in Section 4.4 . 
.1. Numerical comparison 
We numerically assess the performance of the models, us-
ng FreeSurfer segmentation as a reference, exploiting the metrics
tilised in the MICCAI MRBrainS18 challenge (among the most em-
loyed in the literature, Taha and Hanbury, 2015 ). Dice (similar-
ty) Coefficient (DC) is a measure of overlap, and a common met-
ic in segmentation tasks. The Hausdorff Distance, a dissimilarity
easure, is useful to gain some insight on contours segmentation.
ince HD is generally sensitive to outliers, a modified version (95 th 
ercentile, HD95) is generally used when dealing with medical im-
ge segmentation evaluation ( Huttenlocher et al., 1993 ). Finally, the
olumetric Similarity (VS), as in Crdenes et al. (2009) , evaluates
he similarity between two volumes. 
CEREBRUM is compared against state-of-the-art encoder-
ecoder architectures: the well-known-2D-patch based U-Net 
 Ronneberger et al., 2015 , trained on the three principal views,
.e., longitudinal, sagittal, and coronal), the 3D-patch based U-Net
D ( Çiçek et al., 2016 - with 3D patches sized 64 ×64 ×64, as in
içek et al., 2016; Fedorov et al., 2017; Pawlowski et al., 2017 ),
nd the QuickNAT architecture ( Roy et al., 2019 ), which imple-
ents view-aggregation starting from 2D-patch based models. We
rain all the models minimising the same loss for 50 epochs, us-
ng the same number of volumes, and similar learning rates (with
hanges in those regards made to ensure the best possible valida-
ion score). Fig. 3 shows class-wise results (DC, HD95, and VS) de-
icting the average score (computed across all the 36 test volumes)
nd the standard deviation. We compare 2D-patch-based (longitu-
inal, sagittal, coronal), QuickNAT, 3D-patch-based, and CEREBRUM
both a max pooling and strided convolutions version). Overall,
he latter outperforms all the other CNN-based solutions on ev-
ry class, despite having far less parameters: when its average
core (computed across all the subjects) is comparable with that of
ther methods (e.g., view-aggregation, GM), it has a smaller vari-
bility (suggesting higher reliability). Moreover, we determine the
-values for such scores computing a paired t -test using as a refer-
nce the strided-convolutions version of CEREBRUM. In Fig. 3 , sta-
istically significant findings ( p < 0.05) are highlighted with aster-
sks, whereas the numerical results are reported in the Supplemen-
ary Materials. 
.2. Experts’ qualitative evaluation 
The quantitative assessment presented in Section 4.1 , though
nformative, cannot be considered exhaustive. Indeed, using
reeSurfer as a reference for such evaluation makes the latter a
anking on a relative scale - and if this highlights the value of
he fully-volumetric approach, it does not make a direct com-
arison with the atlas-based method possible. Thus, we need to
onfirm more systematically what can be inferred, for instance,
rom Fig. 2 - where far superior qualitative performance of CERE-
RUM are clear compared to FreeSurfer, as the former produces
ore accurate segmentation masks, with far less holes and bridges.
his somehow surprising generalisation capability of CEREBRUMver its training reference, if confirmed, would prove the desired
strengthening” effect yielded by the adoption of a weakly super-
ised learning approach. Moreover, quantitative assessments are
ften criticised by human experts, such as physicians and neuro-
cientists, for they do not take into account the severity of each
egmentation error ( Taha and Hanbury, 2015 ), which is of critical
mportance in professional usage scenarios. 
For the aforementioned reasons, we design and implement
 systematic subjective assessment by means of a PsychoPy
 Peirce, 2007 ) test in which five expert neuroscientists (with more
han five years of expertise in MRI analysis) are asked to choose
he most accurate segmentation between the one produced by
EREBRUM and the (relabelled) FreeSurfer one. The participants
re presented with a coronal, sagittal, or axial slice selected from a
est volume, and are allowed both to navigate between four neigh-
ouring slices (two following and two preceding the displayed one)
nd to change the opacity of the segmentation mask (from 0% to
00%) to better evaluate the latter with respect to the anatomi-
al data. This process is repeated seven times - one for each test
ubject - per each of the eight brain areas of interest, i.e., early vi-
ual cortex (EVC), the high-level visual areas (HVC), the motor cor-
ex (MCX), the cerebellum (CER), the hippocampus (HIP), the early
uditory cortex (EAC), the brainstem (BST), and the basal ganglia
BGA). The choice of the slices to present and the order in which
he latter are arranged is randomised. Furthermore, the neurosci-
ntists are allowed to skip as many slices as they want if they are
nsure about the choice: such cases are reported separately. The
urvey interface and a run example are provided in the Supple-
entary Material. From the results shown in Fig. 4 it emerges that,
ccording to expert neuroscientists, CEREBRUM qualitatively out-
erforms FreeSurfer. This proves the model superior generalisation
apability and provides evidence to support the adopted weakly
upervised approach. Moveover, such results hint at the possibil-
ty to have atlas-based methods and deep learning ones operating
ogether in a synergistic way. 
.3. Probability maps and entropy measures 
To further investigate the hypothesis that a fully-volumetric ap-
roach is advantageous with respect to other patch-based models,
e also conduct an assessment on the predicted probability maps
i.e., soft segmentation). Such evaluation could clearly reveal the
bility of the model to make use of spatial cues: for instance, a
ell-learned model which exploits learned spatial features should
redict the presence of cerebellum voxels only in the back of the
rain, where the structure is normally located. 
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show two selected slices of the soft seg-
entation (percent probability, displayed in logarithmic scale) re-
ulting from the best 2D-patch-based method (i.e., QuickNAT),
he 3D-patch-based method, and CEREBRUM - for the cerebellum
nd basal ganglia classes, respectively (superimposed to the corre-
ponding T1 w slice). Other classes are omitted for clarity. 
The probability maps produced by the 2D and 3D-patch based
ethods are characterised by the presence of voxels associated
ith significant probability of belonging to the structure of inter-
st ( p > 0.2) despite their distance from the latter. This can lead to
isclassification errors in the hard segmentation (after the thresh-
lding). In particular, higher uncertainty and spurious activations
ue to views averaging can be seen in the soft segmentation maps
roduced by QuickNAT - while blocking artefacts on the patch bor-
ers are visible in the case of the 3D-U-Net, even when the lat-
er is trained using overlapping 3D-patches whose predictions are
hen averaged. The soft segmentation produced by CEREBRUM, on
he contrary, is more coherent and closer to the reference in both
ases, and does not present the aforementioned errors. 
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Fig. 3. Dice Coefficient, 95th percentile Hausdorff Distance, and Volumetric Similarity computed using FreeSurfer relabelled segmentation as a reference. The 2D-patch- 
based (red, green, blue, and grey for longitudinal, sagittal, coronal, and view-aggregation, respectively), the 3D-patch-based (pink), and our model (yellow for max-pooling 
and orange for strided convolutions) are compared. The height of the bar indicates the mean across all the test subjects, while the error bar represents the standard 
deviation. The asterisks below the bars highlight statistically significant results ( p < 0.05), where the p-value is obtained from a paired t -test computed with respect to the 
strided-convolutions version of CEREBRUM, labelled with “ref.” (best viewed in electronic format). 
D. Bontempi, S. Benini and A. Signoroni et al. / Medical Image Analysis 62 (2020) 101688 7 
Fig. 4. Outcome of the segmentation accuracy assessment test, conducted by ex- 
pert neuroscientists, for the following areas: early visual cortex (EVC), the high- 
level visual areas (HVC), the motor cortex (MCX), the cerebellum (CER), the hip- 
pocampus (HIP), the early auditory cortex (EAC), the brainstem (BST), and the basal 
ganglia (BGA). The bars represent the number of preferences expressed by the ex- 
perts: CEREBRUM (in orange), FreeSurfer (in blue), or none of the two (in grey). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
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lBeside such qualitative evaluations, we quantitatively compare
he sparseness of the predicted probability maps exploiting the av-
rage voxel-wise entropy H V , defined as: 
 V (V, DNN ) = 
∑ 
v ∈ V H v (v , DNN ) 
| V | (1) 
here V is an MRI volume, DNN a trained DL model, and v a single
oxel. Hence, | V | is the total number of voxels in the volume, and
he summation in Eq. (1) is computed for every voxel v in V . The
uantity H v is the voxel-wise entropy, defined starting from the
lassical definition in Shannon (1948) : 
 v (v , DNN ) = −
∑ 
c∈ C 
P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) ln 
(
P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) 
)
(2)
here C is the set of the segmented classes (in our case C =
GM , GANGL , . . . , BRNSTEM 
}
), P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) is the probability the
odel assigns to the event “voxel v belongs to the class c ”, and
n 
(
P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) 
)
is the natural logarithm of such quantity. We
eport the results of such test in Fig. 6 (a), “normalising” the
uantity H V by the highest average voxel-wise entropy achiev-
ble H MAX 
V 
, i.e., H V computed for a voxel for which every class is
redicted as equiprobable - so that H V / H 
MAX 
V ∈ [0 , 1] for ease of
nterpretation. 
If entropy evaluates the sparseness of the predicted probabil-
ty maps in general, cross-entropy is able to assess the uncertaintyig. 5. Soft segmentation maps of test subject 1 cerebellum (a) and the basal ganglia (b) p
3D U-Net), and CEREBRUM (ours). The proposed approach produces results that are spat
ogarithmic scale of percent probability is used for visualisation purposes (best viewed inf a model, once the correct predictions are known. The average
oxel-wise cross-entropy CH V builds upon the idea of the voxel-
ise entropy CH v , defined as: 
H v (v , GT , DNN ) = −
∑ 
c∈ C 
P ( GT (v ) ∈ c ) ln 
(
P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) 
)
(3)
here GT is the ground-truth reference provided by FreeSurfer, C
s the set of the segmented classes, P ( GT (v ) ∈ c ) is the probability
elated to the ground-truth event “voxel v belongs to the class c ”
i.e., “1” for the correct class, and “0” otherwise, since FreeSurfer 
oes not provide class probabilities), and ln 
(
P ( DNN (v ) ∈ c ) 
)
is
he natural logarithm of the probability the DNN model assigns
o the event “voxel v belongs to the class c ”. We report the re-
ults of such test in Fig. 6 (b), “normalising” the quantity CH V by
he highest average voxel-wise entropy achievable CH MAX 
V 
, i.e., the
ross-entropy computed by using a random classifier - so that
H V / CH 
MAX 
V ∈ [0 , 1] . 
Both qualitative examples illustrated in Fig. 5 , and quantitative
valuations presented in Fig. 6 , hint at the superior ability of the
roposed model in learning both global and local spatial features.
dditional qualitative examples of probability maps, as well as the
ables reporting the p-values for the tests depicted in Fig. 6 , are
rovided in the Supplementary Material. 
.4. Number of training samples 
One of the possible limitations of approaching the brain MRI
egmentation task in a fully-volumetric fashion could be the
carcity of training data - for in such a case each volume does
ot yield many training samples, as for 2D and 3D-patch-based
olutions, but a single one. To investigate this possible draw-
ack, we evaluate the performance of CEREBRUM when trained
n smaller sub-sets of our database. In particular, we train the
roposed model by randomly extracting 25, 50, 100, 250, 500,
0 0, 90 0 samples from the training set. To evaluate the perfor-
ance of the model in the first two cases (i.e., 25 and 50 MRI
cans), we repeat the training 5 times (on randomly extracted
et non-overlapping subsets of the database) and average the re-
ults. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact on the performance
ielded by the introduction of strided convolutions (i.e., more
earnable parameters) when the training set size is limited by
raining a variation of CEREBRUM where max-pooling is used as
 dimensionality-reduction strategy. Fig. 7 shows that the perfor-
ance variation significantly deteriorates as the training set size
alls below 250 samples, while substantial stability is reached over
50 samples. This confirms that our 900 samples training set is
roperly sized for the task, without there being any urge for data
ugmentation. roduced by the best 2D-patch-based model (QuickNAT), the 3D-patch-based model 
ially more coherent, and lack of false positives (highlighted in light blue). Base-10 
 electronic format). 
8 D. Bontempi, S. Benini and A. Signoroni et al. / Medical Image Analysis 62 (2020) 101688 
Fig. 6. Normalised average voxel-wise entropy H V / H 
MAX 
V (a), and normalised average voxel-wise cross-entropy CH V / CH 
MAX 
V (b). The probability maps resulting from 2D-patch- 
based (red, green, blue, and grey for longitudinal, sagittal, coronal, and view-aggregation, respectively), the 3D-patch-based (pink), and our models (yellow for max-pooling 
and orange for strided convolutions) are compared. The height of the bar indicates the mean across all the test subjects, while the error bar represents the standard 
deviation. The asterisks below the bars highlight statistically significant results ( p < 0.05), where the p-value is obtained from a paired t -test computed with respect to the 
strided-convolutions version of CEREBRUM, labelled with “ref.” (best viewed in electronic format). 
Fig. 7. Impact of the training set size on the performance - Dice Coefficient aver- 
aged across all the seven classes. Results are computed on the whole test set (36 
volumes). 
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 5. Conclusion 
In this work we presented CEREBRUM, a CNN-based deep
model that approaches the brain MRI segmentation problem in a
fully-volumetric fashion. The proposed architecture is a carefully
(architecturally) optimised encoder-decoder that, starting from a
T1 w MRI volume, produces a result in only few seconds on a desk-
top GPU. We evaluated the proposed model performance, compar-
ing it to state-of-the-art 2D and 3D-patch-based models with sim-
ilar structure, exploiting the Dice Coefficient, the 95th percentile
Hausdorff Distance, and the Volumetric Similarity, assessing CERE-
BRUM superior performance. Furthermore, we conducted a survey
of expert neuroscientists to obtain their judgements about the ac-
curacy of the resulting segmentation, comparing the latter with
the result of FreeSurfer cortical reconstruction process. According
to the participants to such experiment, CEREBRUM achieves bet-
ter segmentation than FreeSurfer. To our knowledge, this is therst time a DL-based fully-volumetric approach for brain MRI seg-
entation is deployed. The results we obtained prove the poten-
ial of this approach, as CEREBRUM outperforms 2D and 3D-patch-
ased encoder-decoder models using far less parameters. Remov-
ng the partitioning of the volume, as hypothesised, allows the
odel to learn both local and spatial features. Furthermore, we
re also the first conducting a qualitative assessment test consult-
ng expert neuroscientists: this is fundamental, as commonly used
etrics often fail to capture the information experts need to rely
n DL methods and exploit the latter for research. 
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